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I
f you' re into ham radio. then you
are already into electronic commu
nications as well. But if you arc a

beginner, or if you' vc limited yoursclf In

contesting or cbuuing on your local re
peater. you've probabl y missed OUI on a
lot of the more interesting technical
pans of communications. This series of
articles will try to bridge thai gap. bUI in
a simple (and hopefull y interesting )
way.

These articles are the result of a com
munity co llege course I have been
leaching for some years. Since I haven',
been able 10 lind just the right textboo k
for my course. I' ve decided to write my
own course notes. Eventually. these
noll'S will hccome a textbook. but for
now you' rc looking at j ust the notes.

But don ', be scared by the idea thai
this comes from a college course- it
isn 't as co mplex. as you think . First of
all, I teach a survey course . That mean s
that it's an introduction to communica
tions for students who haven 't taken any
other communications courses before ,
So it start.. fai rly simply, and doesn't as
sume a lot o f prev ious knowledge. In
those areas where it assumes some
knowledge from a prior course, or
where it seemed like a good idea to dis
cuss some related top ic, I' ve inserted
wha t I call "dctoursr-c-short discussions
that temporarily break away from the
main subject.

Second, I teach a survey course that
tries to cover a big area in just o ne se
mester. That means that there isn't time
to go into tremendous depth on an y one
topic. Hence, we have to stay fai rly
simple at all times. The course has a lot
of descriptions and pict ures, and almost
no math .

Third.. this is a (.xxnmunity college course
in the second ycarof a technical program It's
intended for student.. who ....'11 become tech
nicians, fI(( engineers or mathematicians,
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Finally, Wayne has made me promise
not to sho w o ff with fancy form ulas and
theorems, and to add a little sugar to
make the material go dow n easier. (1
guess that means I have to crack a bad
joke now and then, such as " What do
you get from a Mafioso college profes
sor? An o ffer you can't understand!" )

But before I start off, let me add a
lillie fine print for the benefi t of the
ma ny readers who probably kno w a lot
more abou t this subject than I do. Please
keep in mind that these articles are in
ten ded for beginners . As such, I will of
ten provide explanations that may seem
a lill ie (may be l'ery ) simple-minded to
you. While my explanations will not be
wrong, they may be very incomplete,
Please don ' I barrage me with long trea
tises and reprints from other texts and
journal s if I've omitted or simplified too
much (but do let me know if I say
somethin g that isn' t true).

So let's get started.

Communtcat lons

Communications is s imply the mov
ing of information from o ne place to
another.

An Engl ish teache r thinks of commu
nications as the process o f writing or

<lUtooa en.....
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Fig, I, Telephone-type carbon microphone.

speaking words, whic h tell your reader
(or listener) so mething you want him or
her to know. There is even something
called mass communicat ions, which is
sort of like journalism. but for TV, ra
d io, and film, In this course. on the
other hand, we think o f communications
more as the electronic process and
equipment needed to send information
over long distances.

For our purposes. we are interested in
three aspects o f communications :

• What is being sent'! In other wo rds,
what kind of information are we send
ing; is it sound, pictures. or perhaps
computer data?

• Through .....hat is it being sent? That
is, .....hat is the medium through which it
goes-wire, rad io waves, sound, light,
fi be roptics?

• How is it being sent'! All by itself as
in a telephone wire, or co mbined with
other signals? Analog or d igital?

II would be nice to be able to look at
each one of these q uestions separately.
Unfortunately. they all interact, and so
our di scussion will have to flit back and
forth occasio nally. Still. let's try to start
with an orderly approach.

Let's start off with what is be ing sent.
The information you send can be sound,
video (pictures) , or digi tal information ,
Let's look at each in turn .

Sound

Sound is simply the vibration of ai r.
When we speak, our vocal cords vibrate
the air coming out: the sound travels
through the air until it vibrates the ear
dru m in someone's car, which eventu
ally winds up in send ing nerve signals
to that person's brain .

In electronics, a microphone is used
to convert the air vibrations into an
electrical signal. The ai r vibrations
move a thin metal or plastic plate
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(called a diaphragm) inside the micro
phone; a motion-to-electricity converter
then converts the motion into an electri
cal signal. This signal is amplified and
somehow sent from o ne place to an
other, and then converted back into air
vibrations by a loudspeaker. Both the
microphone and the loudspeaker (more
often just called the speaker) are called
transducers, a term describing any de
vice that converts energy from one form
(such as mechanical vibration of the air)
into another (such as an electrical
signal). (See Detour I.)

In simple sounds such as someone
whistling, the resulting waveform may
be a sine wave; in more complex sounds
the waveform may be much more
complex as well.

Let's now look at the output of a mi
crophone o n an oscilloscope. What yo u
see depends o n the sound that the mike
is picking up.

Suppose you stand in front of a mike
and whistle a pure note into it (making
sure to be far enough away so the mi ke
isn 't picking up the sound of the air hit
ting its front) . You'd see the signal
shown in Fig. 4. This kind of a wave is

called a sine wave because of its rela
tionship to the sine function from math.

On the other hand, suppose you
whistle another note, but this time an
octave higher. The word octave is a mu
sical term, meaning eight while keys
lower on a piano keyboard. This time
you'd see the waveform of Fig, 5.

Both of these waves have the same
shape, but the second o ne goes up and
down twice as often as the firs t. In elec
tronic terms, its frequency is twice as
high. More on this in a moment.

Now suppose you do the same th ing,
but this time look at the signal created
by the sound of some ins trument such
as a trumpet, rather than a whistle. Fig.
6 shows the resulting picture .

The sound in Fig. 6 has the same fre
quency as that in Fig. 5 (since it has the
same number of cycles in a given time
period), but it looks very different. A
musician might say that it has the same
pitch (that is, it is the same musical
note), but different timbre (a different
sound qual ity). Some repetitive sounds
(like the pure tone of a flute) have a
waveform almost like a sine wave;
other repetitive sounds (l ike those from

a violin or trumpet) have a waveform
possessing a basic frequency, but which
looks much more di storted and "kinky"
than a sine wave.

The frequency of a note determines
the pitch; two different instruments
playing the same note have the same
frequency. But they sound different be
cause their waveshapes are different. Fi
nally, note that the amplitude of the
wave-its height-determines its vol
ume , Quite often the amplitude of the
waveform changes with time. For ex
ample, when you playa piano note, the
amplitude builds up to a maximum
fairly quickly when you hit the key, but
then g radually decreases as the note
dies away.

Note also that only repetitive sounds
(like a whist le or the note of a guitar)
have a defi nite frequency; other sounds
(like the beat of a drum or the crack of a
whip) do not.

Sound normally involves freq uencies
from about 20 to about 20,000 Hz. but
many people cannot hear that entire
range. Children often hear up to almost
20,000 Hz; as you get older, you hear
fewer and fewer high frequencies.
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F ig. 3. A Telephone-type earphone.
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same as that of the square wave), plus a
large number (actually an infi nite num
ber) of extra frequencies , each of which
is an exac t odd multiple of the funda
mental. We say that the square wave
consists of a fundamental plus an infi
nite number of odd harmonics.

Fig. 10 shows a computer simulation
of this situation . It shows a fundamental
plus four harmonics (the third and fifth
are labeled; the seventh and ninth are
not), each of which contributes a little to
the output. When they arc all added up,
we get the wave that looks square
shaped. except that its sides don't go
straight up and down, and the tops and
bottoms are not quite completely flat.
The reason it only approximates a
square wave is that it has only a limited
number of odd harmonics, whereas a
perfect square wave requires an infinite
number of them.

This is an important concept to under
stand: The square wave consists of an in
finite number of components. Of course,
the components have to be just right
they must have the right frequency, the
right ampli tude, and even the right
phase . For the square wave, the rules arc
fairly simple:

• The harmonics must be exact odd
multiples of the fundamental frequency.
For example, the 93rd harmonic of a
I,OOO-Hz fundamental would have to be
exactly 93,000 Hz .

• Their amplit ude m ust be just right.
For example, the third harmonic must be
exactly one-thi rd the size of the funda
mental; the fifth harmonic must be ex
actly one-fifth the fu ndamental's size,
and so on, all the way up. Thus the 93rd
harmonic would have to be 1/93 the size
of the fundamental. This point>; out thai.
eventually the harmonics get so small that
perhaps they can be omitted wiihout making
a noticeable difference in the square wave.

voice
coil .......

out of the 2,000-Hz fi lter, while a small
3,000-Hz sine wave comes out of the
3,000-Hz filter. What's going on!"! (See
Detour 2.)

Returning to Fig. 9, we have three fil
ters all looking at the same original
1,000-Hz square wave. We see three
things:

• The I,OOO-Hz filter outputs a 1,000
Hz sine wave, so there must have been a
I ,OOO-Hz component In the sq uare
wave.

• The 2,OOO-Hl. filter outputs nothing;
thus, there was no 2,OOO-Hz component
in the square wave.

• The 3,OOO-Hz filter is also outputting
a signal, and we see that it has three
times the frequency of the square wave
(there are three times as many cycles in
the same amount of space); so it seems
to be at 3,000 Hz. Moreover, if we were
to measure it carefully, we would see
that it is exactly one-third the height of
the I,ODO-Hz sine wave.

If we had more fi lters, we would see
other frequencies as well . Any filter
tuned to an odd multiple of l,OW Hz
would show an output, while any other
filter would show nothing coming out at
all . For example, if we had a filter tuned
to 5,000 Hz, out would come a small
5,OOO-Hz sine wave, and so on.

We can sec from this that a 1,000-Hz
sq uare wave consists of a large num ber
of components. The I,OOO-HL sine wave
is called the fundamental , since it has
the same frequency as the original
square wave. Each of the other compo
nents is an exact multiple of the funda
mental; the frequency of the 3,OOO-Hz
signal is exactly three times the funda
mental frequency, and is therefore called
the third harmonic; the 5,OOO-Hz com
ponent has a frequency of five times the
fundamental, and is therefore called the
fifth harmonic. In other words, a square
wave consists of a fundamental sine
wave signal (whose freq uency IS the

Signal
connection

Fig. 2. Simplified crystal phono cartridge.

So far, we've explained that
(I) The frequency of a sound deter

mines its pitch or tone, and two ins tru
ments playing the same tone will have
the same hasic frequency. That basic fre
quency is called the fundamental.

(2) The amplitude of the sound deter
mines its volume.

(3) The waveshape of the sound is
what gives it its tone quality. For ex
ample, a trumpet or violin can play the
same note, but they will have totally dif
ferent waveforms; that is what makes
them sound different.

Consider, for example, a square wave
like Fig. 8. What is it that makes this
wave different fro m a sine wave?

Suppose this square wave has a fre
quency of 1,000 Hz. An interesting thing
happens when we send it through some
tuned bandpass filters- that is, filters
that let through only one frequency. This
is shown in Fig. 9.

When the I,OOO-Hz square wave is
sent through a I ,OOO-Hz filter, out comes
a 1,000-Hz sine wave! Nothing comes
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Harmonics or Overtones

When you reach 60 or 70 years of age,
you will be lucky if you can hear up to
10,000 Hz. On the other hand, many ani
mals (such as bats or dogs) can hear
much higher frequencies than humans
can .

Fig. 7 shows the freq uencies produced
by each of the white keys o f a piano. For
example, if you look at the note labeled
"Middle C," you will note that its fre
quency is 261.6 Hz. If you then go an
octave to the higher-counting exactly
eight notes to the right-you get to the
next C, which is at 523.2 Hz, exactly
twice the frequency. The piano has about
an eight-octave range, and its frequen
cies range from abou t 27 Hz on the left
or bass end, up to almost 4,200 HLat the
right or treble end. Fig. 7 also shows the
frequencies produced by various other
instruments. For example, the trumpet
produces notes only in the range from
about 160 Hz up to about 890 Hz.

That brings up an interesting question:
If the frequencies of musical notes range
up to about only 4 ,200 Hz (and most
musical instruments have even less of a
range) , why do hi-f equipment manufac
turers stress that their equipment goes up
to 15,000 or even 20,000 Hz? The answer
has to do with harmonics.



if you don 't consciously put them in. For
example, one way to generate a square
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Fig. 7. Frequencies produced by musical instruments.

(2) No matter how you generate that
waveform, the harmonics are there even

. ' " • • 1. - - ---1 Musical
Instruments
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keyboard

wave is to set up a switch that rapidly
switches between a positive and a nega
ti ve vollage. This setup obviously
doesn't put in any sine waves, yet if you
look at the square wave with some tuned
fillers, the fundamental and harmonic
sine waves are there.

Let's think about fi lters again. A filter
lets you look for specific frequencies (or
colors) in a signal (or in light). But using
colored t1Iters to look for specific co lors
in light is a hit-or-miss proposition if
you don 't know what to look for; you
might need many speci fic color tilters to
ident ify the components in a part icular

DETOUR 1

OK, now you see how detours work. Lee s de
tour to talk about transducers. Microphones (also
called mikes) come in many different types. Most
common is proba bly the carbon mike, because it
is used in every older telephone (the otd-fash
ioncd kind, not the newfa ngled little phones
made in the Far East. But nor just the real old
ones, as in PhOlO A: more modern ones, (0 0 ) .

Like every microp hone. the carbon mike has a
diaphragm, which vibrates whe n hit by a sound
wave. The diaphragm in turn moves a thin metal
sheet that presses on carbon granules in a small
cup. The electrical connection is made 10 the
metal sheet and to the bottom of the cup. as
show n in Fig. 1.

The carbon granules arc small parnclcs of car
bon. which ucr as a resistance between the cup
and the diaphragm. The value of this resistance
depends on how closely the granules touch, As
the diaphragm vibrates, it alternately squeezes
the granu les 10 increase the pressure between
them, or releases the pressure . This changes the
resistance of the mike in step with the vibrations
of the air. The mike is in series with a battery
(hack in the telephone company's central office,
not inside the phone), and thus varies the curren t
in time with the sound. The current variations arc
converted 10 voltage variations when the current
passes through a rests tnr or a transformer.

It turns out thai a carbon mike has very had
sound qual ity, hut it has one advantage-the volt
age variations in the series circuit can be quite
large, which means that the electrical ,ignal from
the mike can travel long distances without any
amplification. This was obvious ly necessary
back in the early days of the telephone. before
there were any amplifiers,

Carbon miles were uvcd in the early days of
radio, too, hut they were soon replaced by better
sounding mikes.

Onc inexpensive mike still commonly avail 
able is a crystal or ceramic mike, This kind of
mike uses a crystal (usually quartz) or ceramic
material that is piezo-electric, This kind of male 
rial is a naturaltransducer: If you connect a set of
terminals 10 a small block of the crystal or ce
ramic material. you get a voltage when you
squeeze or twist the block; alte rnatively. the
block twists or changes shape if you put an cxtcr
nal voltage across it. So it naturally changes me
chanical movement into an electrical signa l, or
vtce versa.

Piezo-electric materials have many uses. For
example, Fig. 2 shows the idea behind a crystal
phonograph cartridge. The needle is attac hed to a
small block of crystal. As the needle rides in the
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record groove, it twists the crys tal, and the two
wires attached 10 the other end genera te a voltage
proportional to the needle movement. When suffi
ciently ruggedized. it also works backward. For
example, some 40 years ago, Astatic created a re
cording head that used a crystal to male records.
When fed with 50 or 100 volts of audio, the crystal
would move a sharp needle and cut a record

Although crys tal cart ridges are no longer popu
lar, piezo-electric materials are still often used.
One modem application is for lighting a gas
flame. When you push a button. a small weight
hits a piezo-electric block, whic h in tum generates
several thousand vol ts, This causes a spark that
lights the flame .

In the crystal or ceramic mike, the diaphragm is
coupled 10 the piezo-electric materia l so that the
sound vibrations move the block; this in tum gen
erates an electric voltage that is prc portional to the
sound signal. The mile can genera te a volt or so
of aud io, though only at a small current.

Crystal and cera mic mikes arc somewhat frag
ile, but back in the days before inexpensive IC
amplifiers were available, they were popular he
cause their output didn't need much amplification
to he useful. Rut roday's integra ted circuits pro
vide lots of cheap gain, so the mos t popular
contemporary mike is the dynamic microphone.

Dynamic miles work on the same princi ple as
electric generators in powe r plants or even in your
car: When a coil of wire is placed in a changing
magnetic field. the coil genera tes a voltage. This
can be done in two ways-either keep the coil sta
tionary and move a nearby magnet, or else keep
the magnet stationary and move the coil.

Since the coil is usually lighter and smaller, it's
tIIOTe common to move the coil. In the dynamic
mike , the diaphragm is attached to the coi l, and
the magnet is stationary. When the diaphragm vi
brates, the coi l moves in relation 10 the magnet,
and thus produces a small voltage .

Dynamic mikes and dynamic earphones have
much in com mon, since the earphone can work as
a mike, and the mile can work as an earphone (ex
cept tha t the earphone usually isn' t rugged enough
to produce much sound). For instance, Fig. 3
shows the earphone from a typical telephone. In
this case, an elec tric current thro ugh the coil
(which is called the voice coil] produces motion.
The voice coil is attached to a diaphragm that then
vibrates and produces sound. Modern speakers
have a simi lar construction, except that the
diaphragm is much larger and is called the COI le.

As I mentioned above, dynamic mikes and ear
phones work in both directions. For example,
some years ago, after placing a call from a pay
phone, I discovered thai someo ne had apparently
stolen the mike from the handset. By yelli ng into
the earpiece, I was able to complete my call any-

way, But since dynamic mikes (and earphones")
produce much less output than a carbon mike,
even with yell ing my signal was very hard 10
hear.

Dynamic mikes can produce very good sound
quali ty, mainly because the mass of the dia
phragm and attached coil is very small, and so
they eas ily vibrate in step with the sound wave.
Since the vibrations of sound occur vel)' rapidly.
a heavy diaphragm cannot move fast enough 10
accurately reproduce these sound waves. A car
bon mike is worse, since it has to move a lot of
carbon granules. A crystal or ceramic mike is bet
ter, but it still has to apply some force to the
piezo -electric material and this increases the
mass. A dynamic mike is an even greater im
provement beca use the diaphragm and coil can be
very li ght. The bcst mike would be one in whic h
there is just a diaphragm, and nothing attached to
it at all. There is a form of a dynamic mike, called
a ribbon microphone, ill which the diaphragm is
actually a thin strip of foi l acting as the coil. BUI
these mikes are very fragile (a strong wind can
ruin the foil) and a lso provide a tiny DutpUI, and
so they arc not very common.

Instead. professional recording studios oftell
usc an excellent (though very expensive) mike
called a condenser microphone . In the condenser
mike, the diaphragm acts as one plate of a capaci
tor. As it moves. the capaci tance changes. and an
amplifier picks up that change and converts it
into a voltage change.

Condenser mikes require a powe r supply. par
tially to charge lip the capacitor. and partially to
power an amplifier right inside the mike. The am
plifier is needed because the condenser mile out
put voltage is tiny, and so it has to be amplified
right inside the mike before being sent out the
cable, Professional recording studies usually
have a 4g·volt power supply inside the recording
console to supply power 10 condenser miles.

The cheap 1I101.lt:m version of a condenser
mike is the electret microphone. These mikes
work on the same principle as older condenser
mikes, but the diaphragm is made out of a penna
nently charged semiconductor material that docs
not need a separate power supply. There is still an
amplifier inside the mil e, hut the amp lifier needs
only a volt or two 10 run and so can be powered
by a sing le battery. Electret mikes arc not as good
as professional condenser miles (since their dia
phragms arc heavier), hUI they arc cheap and
small. Radio Shack has some electret cartridges
for $2: these cartridges are ofte n found inside
sma ll cassette record ers. When you buy an actual
electret mile, most of its cost is in the case and
hardware , since the cartridge ins ide is often the
same $2 cartridge (even cheaper in larger
quantities),
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to brea k analyzer it is spread out so it looks like a
nents and very tall but thin be ll.)

en as a Leaving the analyzer at the same set-
to the use ting, Fig. 12 shows the spectrum of a

trum of square wave. This time there is a big blip
at I kHz (I added small numbers at the

. sures the bottom of the figure to mark off kHz) in-
signal and dicating the fundamental, and progres-
omponcnt sivcly smaller blips at 3 kblz, 5 kHz. 7
ample. if kHz, and 9 kHz. showing some harmon-

Hz sine ics. If you examine Fig. 12 carefully.
t a picture Conftnued on page 77

1000 "' f\f\
(il ler J\.T\

ftR:- 1000 111. sint: W3ve

2000 liz
1000 liz filler no signal

square wave

3000 I" MfVIM(iltet
3000 111. iWN: ,,,,ave

.

can use a spec trum analyzer
down a signal into its compo
display them all on a scope sere
spectrum (notice the similarity
of the word in referring to a spec
color).

The spectrum analyzer mew
frequency compo nents in a
plots the voltage of eac h c
agai nst its frequency. For ex
you were to look at a pure I ,()()().
wave on the analyzer, you'd gc
like Fig. 11.

If you imagine that 0 Hz
is o n the left of the scree n.
and each divis ion to the
right represen ts 1.000 Hz.
then the "blip" toward the
left would be at 1.000 Hz.
and (in this case) have a
height of 7 divisions. (Ide
ally, the blip would be just a
thin line, but on the spectrum Fig. 9. Separating a square K'UV~ mto compon~nts.
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light source. You can save a lot of time
by looking at the light through a prism.
which lets you see all the color compo-
nents at the same Lime in the form of a
rainbow or spectrum. The prism acts like
a very large number of fi llers. all work-
ing together to check all the colors at the
same time. You can then immediately
spot whether a given color is in the light.
or whether it is missing.

In communications there is an instru-
mcnt that does the same job. Rather than
looking at a signal through filters that
look at just one frequency at a time. we

Fig. 8. A square wave.
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Fig, 10. Making a square wave out of a sine wave.

If we have lighl from some unknown source,
colored glass filters lei us tesl thai ligbl 10 see
what colon; are in u, If we use I particular color
glass, and oo!hing comes Ihrougb n, then we
know that that particular color was 001 generated
by the unknown lighl source. But we can also in
terprel !his result in I differenl wl Y: if whal
comes our of the glass filter is differenl from what
went in. then the original light must have had
some colors in it thai did nol pass Ihrough the
glas s.

In the same way. electronic fillers. like those in
Figure: 9, let us test an eleclrical signal 10 see whal
ilS cornponenlS are. When we pul l I.()()().Hz square
wave into a 1,()()().Hz filter. but I sine Wive comes
out,. this ens us that !he original square Wive must
have some other frequencies in It that C&fUM)I gel
through the filter.
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"square wave"
(sort of)

Detour 2
Let's talk aboul filleTS for a momenl Suppose

you get several pieces of colored g ins one red.
one green. one blue. When you look aI • ligh!: bulb
through the red glass. you see red light Loot
through the green glass. and you see green light;
look througb the blue glass and you see blue light.

000', think. of the colored glass as a filler thai is
changing the while light into colored light. Instead.
remember that white light consists of many colors,
all combined together, The colored glass is simply a
filler letting one color through. while stopping all
the other colors. We can demonstrate that easily be
pulling the green and red glasses together and trying
10 100k through both of lhem. When the while Iighl
goes through !be red glass. only red Iighl comes ouL
There is no green light k ft. and so when that red
light hilS the green filter. it is all slOpped and oothing
comes CM ( • that the fihen In: ~"",!!,.~,,~,cJ-"'~!".~..'!!!~ ..J

Continued from page 71

you will see that the blip at 3 kHz is one
third the height of the fundamental at 1
kHz, and so on.

The presence of harmonics has an im
portant effect on communications.
Whenever we talk about sending a sig
nal from one place to another, we have
to make sure that all the components of
that signal (or, at the very least. the
important ones) get through as well.
This brings us to the concept of
bandwidth.

Consider piano music. Obviously hav
ing a phonograph that covers the range
from 27 Hz to about 4,200 Hz will let
through all the notes. allowing us to rec
ognize the melody.

But a restricted range like that does
not sound like a very good piano. To
make it sound realistic, you must let
through all the hannonics-or at least
the ones you can hear. That is why mod
em hi-fi equipment typically reproduces
up 10 20,000 Hz (or. at least. that's what

Bandwidtb



the manufacturers claim') In fact.
15.{)(x) or even 10,OClO Hz would prob
ably do for us o lder people whose hear
ing no longer ex tends to 20,{)(X) Hz
(pityl)

Let's look at the frequency ranges
covered by various pieces of equipment:

-SSB transceiver-cabout 300-2,700 Hz.
-Telepbonc lioo- ahout 300---3,500 Hz.
-AM broadcast stauon-c-abour 100-

IOJXXl Hz.
-PM broedcasr station-about .50

15JXXl Hz.
- Compact disk- ahout 5- 20,OOO Hz,
Looking at these frequency ranges, we

can clearly see which equipment will
handle music best. and which is merely
good enough for voice . (See Detour 3.)

So far, we've taken a short look at the
nature of aud io. We have seen (hat audio
signals consist of frequencies in thc
range of about 20 HI. to about 20.000
Hz, but that a narrower bandwidth suf
fi ces if we ' re nOI 100 concerned with
quality. For example, a typical telephone
circuit can handle only the range of
abo ut 300 Hz to about 3.500 Hz.

A frequency range up to 3JXXl Hz or
4,l.XXJ Hz is good enough to understand
speech and even 10 recognize the voice of
the speaker. bUI it is certainly not hi-fi . Let
us now look where time comes into this.

Time

Say you have 20 minutes of things to
tell him. You decide to record it on tape

Detour 3

While we're on the subject of hi-f equipment.
leI's discuss 01 few more term s.

11'5 IIOt enough for 01 piece of hi-fi equipmenl
to CO\"eT a wide range of frequencies: differem
freque ncies in the range have to be treated
equally. That is. an amplifier or tape deck Ihal
covers 20-20,000 Hz, hut provides a 101 less gain
above, say. 1,000 Hz than below, would sound
very bassy. Ideally, hi-fi equipment should be
able 10 handle signals of different frequencies
equally welt. Evenness of response is usually
rated in decibels or dB. For example, a typica l
amplifier might bave a rating of "20-20.000 Hz
± I dB," which means Ihat the gain (how much il
amplifies) does not vary more than plus Of minus
1 decibel from some midscale value. (We' lI have
I detour later 10 explain decibels.)

In addition 10 having a wide frequency range.
the hi-Ii device also should nol distort the signal.
Thai is. its OUtpUI waveform should look like lhe
input waveform (except for poss ibly being larger
Of smaller). One way to rale distortion is as THO
or total harmonic distortion . Remember that it's
the harmonics Ihal make one signal of a given
frequency different from another signal of the
same frequency. Hence if the output from an
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at a low speed. Then you re wind the tape
and play it back, but at double the speed
so that it takes o nly 10 minutes to play.
Can you thus send 20 mi nutes of
speec h, bUI pay fo r only a Hl-minute
phone call '!

You can certainly do that, but yo ur
voice will sound like the Chipmunks
(that 's how they do their voiccs! ) and
may not he too understandable. Rut
suppose your fr iend record s yo ur vo ice
on another tape recorder. but th is time
records at high speed and play s it back
later at half-speed (try thi s wi th a
Chipmunks record !) T his stretches the
10 minute tape back into 20 minutes.
Will this work? (And if it does. can
you speed up the tape by a facto r o f 10
and pay for o nly a 2-minute call '!)

Yes ... and no . What happens is that
as yo u do uhle the speed o f your tape.
every frequency on the tape gets
do ubled too . A I,ODD-HI. compo nent o f
yo ur voice hecomes 2,000 Hz, and so
o n. The problem is that every co mpo
nent o f yo ur vo ice that is above 1.75 0
Hz or so gets do ubled to above 3 ,500
Hz. and there fore doesn' t make it
through the phone line . In other wo rds.
your friend will only hear those com
ponents in your voice that are below
1,750 Hz. (And if you tried to speed
thi ngs up by a factor o f 10. he would
only hear those parts o f your vo ice that
are below 350 Hz.)

In other words. it' s the ba ndwidth of
the tel ephone line that limits how

amplifier or recorde r looks different from the in
pUI. its harmonics must somehow hav-e been
changed. "The slandard way of measuring: this is 10
insert a pure sine VoI\-e lest signal (thaI h~ 110 har
mon ies ). and look to see whether there are any
han nonics in the output. If so, then Ihe signa l gO{
distorted. The THO number is a percentage that
tells how much hannonic voltage gill added 10 the
pure signal. For instance. if the output from an
amplifier (with a sine wave inputthat should have
no harmonics) is 10 volts of fundamental and 2
volts of har monics. then there would he 20% THO
(a terrib ly high number, by the way. THn values
of under one or two percent are more desirable).

Actually, though. hannonic distortion is not
nearly as had IS you Ihink. Since music and
speech non nally hOi \!: hannonies anyway. adding
an extra percent Of so of harmonics to them is not
100 noticeable. Amplifiers and other all--electronic
hi-fi eq uipment lend to have lo\\" distortion, bUI
tape recorders and mechanical components such
as phonograph cartridges and speakers often have
a high THH (so mel imes as much as 5% 10 10% for
speakers).

Much more dangerous is 1M or intermod..lm;mr
distortion, which introduces new frequencies not

much information you ca n gel ac ross
in 10 mi nutes. If you used a higher
band width line-such as the special
lines that broadcast stations lease from
the pho ne company fo r studio-to
tra nsmitter links. wh ich cover up to

10 ,000 o r 15,000 Hz-c-you could eas
ily speed up your tape hy a fac tor of 3
or 5 , and still t ransmit a ll o f your mes
sage (thou gh st ill o nly at normal
telephone-li ne quality ).

So the idea is thai there is a tradeoff
between bandwidt h and time. If yo u
have a fixed amount o f information to
se nd , you can send it fast if you have a
lot o f band widt h. But you have to send
it more slowly if the bandwidth is
small . That explai ns why, fo r example.
a fax transmissio n can go throug h a
regular telephone line, hut a full-motion
TV video image can't. The fax takes up
to a minute 10 send one picture. whereas
the TV has to send it in 1/30 of a second.

Summary

Although the discussion has rambled
off and o n about various aspects of au·
die. we've actually covered a 10 1 of
ground. \Ve have seen the characteristics
that make up an aud io wave- the Ire
qucncy, wave shape, and amplitude of the
signal. We have looked at how harmonics
affect the wave shape, and how the band
width of a system affects the sound quality
that you can send through it. Next time we
will tackle transmission of vide(l. II

in !he original 011 all. Even 112'10 or 1/4'10 L\ t dis
lortion is grating and unpleasant- Unfortunatel y,
1M distortion is not wry oft....n listed in spec
sneers for equipmeru . fortunately. however. 1M
distortion sort o f goes hand in hand with lliO,
and a bi-f de vice with low Ttl[) pmlwbly also
has low 1M.

Finally, hi-fi eq uipment should have very lin le
noise. Noise can app....ar in the form of a low
puched hum (often caused hy a had power sup
ply. bad grounding. or had shielding of a wire)
and a high-frequency hiss, Eithc r one ls bad, Hi
fi equi pment specs therefore often list the SNR or
signal-to-noise ratio . Thh is Ihe ratio between
' he loudest music il can handle and the norse .For
exa mple. in a CD recordin g. the 10udcSI music
voltage is typically about 65.000 times high....r
than Ihe noise voltage. while in a cassene record
ing it might only' be JOO or.wo umes stronger. In
a telcphone circui t. the ratio betw een the loudest
voice signal and Ihe noise might be as low as 10
10 I . Since we're holding off on our discussion of
decibels. let me just say .II this point that the
65.0()() ratio is equivalent 10 abou t 95 d B. the ra
tio of 300 to 400 is about 50 d B. and a ratio of 10
is only about 20 db .




